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KUWAIT: Al Mulla Automobiles Co, a
member of Al Mulla Group and the sole
authorized distributor of Mercedes-Benz
in Kuwait, held a private roadshow event
for the-all-new EQS from Mercedes-EQ
at The Avenues Mall.

The special event was organized to
give invited guests a sneak peek at the
EQS prior to its official arrival to Kuwait.
The company utilized this occasion to
give its esteemed guests a broad
overview of the EQS, as well as a per-
sonalized tour of the vehicle and its fea-
tures that make it the pinnacle of pro-
gressive luxury and technology in the
electric vehicle category. 

The event was at tended by the
CEO of Al  Mul la Group Talal  A Al
Mulla, Imad Al-Flayhan, Managing
Director of Automotive Group, along
with the Director of  Al  Mul la
Automobiles, Mercedes-Benz Kuwait,
Steve Brown and members of the Al
Mulla Group Board, and its respective
senior executives.

Commenting on this occasion, Talal A
Al Mulla, CEO of Al Mulla Group stated:
“We are very excited to host this road
show event for the new EQS from
Mercedes-EQ. The EQS is one of the
most highly anticipated new vehicles
from Mercedes-EQ, as it is the first to
use the new architecture for electric

vehicles in the progressive luxury and
executive segment at Mercedes-Benz.
The EQS will allow customers to fully
benefit from all the advantages of an all-
electric architecture with respect to
space and design.  At Al Mulla
Automobiles, we are always delighted to
offer our valued client base exclusive
events that provide them with early
access to the most sought-after vehi-
cles. We hope to host many similar
events in the near future.”

The EQS is the first all-electric luxury
sedan from Mercedes-EQ. With it,
Mercedes-EQ is redefining the electric
vehicle sector and pioneering the pro-
gressive luxury segment. The EQS is
also the first model to be based on the
modular architecture for luxury and
executive-class electric vehicles. Fusing
technology, design, functionality and
connectivity, the EQS delights both driv-
ers and passengers.

Aerodynamic design
Although the EQS is a close relative

of the new S-Class, it is built on an all-
electric architecture. This completely
new concept, part of a drive towards
progressive luxury, made a rigorous pur-
pose design possible: with its one-bow
lines and cab-forward design with fast-
back, the EQS is clearly distinguishable
from vehicles with combustion engines
even at first glance. The design philoso-
phy of Sensual Purity, combined with
progressive luxury, is reflected in gener-
ously sculpted surfaces, reduced joints
and seamless transitions (seamless
design)

Electric efficiency of 
the next generation

With a range of up to 770 kilometers
(WLTP) and an output of up to 385 kW,
the powertrain of the EQS also meets
every expectation of a new progressive,
and luxury sedan in the S-Class seg-
ment. The EQS marks the launch of a

new generation of batteries with signifi-
cantly higher energy density. The larger
of the two batteries has a usable energy
content of 107.8 kWh.

The EQS can be charged with up to
200 kW at fast charging stations with
direct current. Power for up to another
300 kilometers (WLTP) is recharged in
just 15 minutes.  At home or at public
charging stations, the EQS can be con-
veniently charged with up to 22 kW
using the on-board charger.

Intelligent interior
The MBUX Hyper Screen is the

absolute highlight of the car’s interior.
This large, curved screen unit sweeps
almost from A-Pillar to A-Pillar. Three
screens and appear to merge into one.
The 12.3-inch OLED display for the front
passenger gives him or her their own
display and control area. The entertain-
ment functions are only available while
the car is being driven in accordance
with the country-specific legal regula-

tions. Mercedes-EQ range relies on an
intelligent, camera-based locking logic: if
the camera detects that the driver is
looking at the front passenger display, it
is automatically dimmed.

As an exceptionally intelligent vehicle,
the EQS features up to 350 sensors,
depending on the equipment. These
record distances, speeds and accelera-
tions, lighting conditions, precipitation
and temperatures, seat occupancy as
well as the driver’s blink of an eye or the
passengers’ speech. This wealth of
information is processed by control units
that, controlled by algorithms, make
decisions at lightning speed. They are
the brains of the car, so to speak. The
new EQS can expand its capabilities
based on new experiences, and is highly
capable of learning thanks to artificial
intelligence (AI).

Navigation with Electric Intelligence
plans the fastest and most convenient
route, including charging stops, based
on numerous factors and reacts dynami-

cally to traffic jams or a change in driving
style, for example. A new feature of the
EQS is a visualization in the infotain-
ment system (MBUX Mercedes-Benz
User Experience) showing whether the
available battery capacity is sufficient to
return to the starting point without charg-
ing. Charging stations along the route
that have been added manually are giv-
en preference in the route calculation.
Proposed charging stations can be
excluded. The estimated costs per
charging stop are also calculated. 

Groundbreaking and reliable: The
assistance systems of the EQS

The latest generation of driver assis-
tance systems include numerous driver
support functions, such as the new,
microsleep warning from Attention
Assist. It analyses the driver’s eyelid
movements through a camera on the dri-
ver’s display (only in conjunction with
MBUX Hyper Screen). The assistance
display within the driver’s display shows
the operation of the driving assistance
systems in a full-screen view.

The revolutionary Digital Light head-
lamp technology (standard from
Advanced Plus equipment level) enables
guide markings or warning symbols to
be projected onto the road. Two new
assistance functions display the start of
the cooperative lane change and provide
a warning/direction instruction if Lane
Keeping Assist or Blind Spot Assist
detect a hazard. Digital Light has a light
module with three extremely powerful
LEDs in each headlamp, whose light is
refracted and directed by 1.3 million
micro-mirrors. The resolution is therefore
more than 2.6 million pixels per vehicle.

To register your interest and to get
the latest news regarding the new EQS
from Mercedes-EQ please visit Al Mulla
Automobiles Mercedes-Benz showroom
in Al Rai, Mercedes-Benz Boutique in
The Avenues.

The-all-new EQS from Mercedes-EQ at The Avenues Mall.


